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In the early Middle Ages, the Mediterranean provided a link between three cultural spheres: the 

Byzantine Empire, the Islamic caliphate, and the various successor states to the Western Roman 

Empire, i.e. Latin Europe. Whereas Henri Pirenne famously claimed that the military conquests of the 

Muslim armies shattered the unity of the ancient Mediterranean, recent scholarship has highlighted 

the ongoing connections between political entities bordering on different shores of the 
Mediterranean sea. 

The first Islamic dynasty, the Umayyads, chose Syria, situated on formerly Roman territory, as their 

political centre. They continued many institutions from Late Antiquity, and they pursued their 

military goal, the conquest of the imperial capital of Constantinople, which proved to be 

unattainable. Nonetheless, the Umayyads imitated cultural models taken from the Byzantine world, 
and they left visual illustrations of their claim to universal rule.  

After conquering most of Visigothic Spain, the Umayyads established Islamic rule on European 

territory. Muslims and Christians from the Eastern Mediterranean migrated to al -Andalus, which 

became part of the dār al-Islām. Christian historiography under Muslim rule tried to cope with the 

realities of Muslim domination. Interestingly, a Christian Latin author from al-Andalus referred to the 

Franks from Western Europe as „Europeans“. On several occasions, Frankish embassies travelled to 
Córdoba, probably the second largest city on European soil, after Constantinople.  

In addition, Christians from Western Europe also looked to the Eastern Mediterranean: Charlemagne 

sent embassies to both the Christian patriarch of Jerusalem and to the Abbasid Caliph in Baghdad, 

and he commissioned a survey of all Christian churches in the Holy Land. In the high Middle Ages, 

legendary traditions gained popularity, which claimed that Charlemagne not only went on pilgrimage 
to Santiago de Compostela in Spain, but also to the Holy Land, as a precursor to the crusaders. 

The crusades started as an attempt to provide military assistance to the Byzantine Empire, which 

faced increasing military pressure from the Seljuq Turks. However, the ultimate goal, which 

motivated lots of laypeople to „take the cross“, was Jerusalem, the most important pilgrimage site 

for Christians in East and West. The conquest of Jerusalem led to the establishment of four Latin 

principalities in Syria, which ultimately provoked a Muslim reaction, involving an intensification of 

military jihād. From their military campaigns, Latin Christians brought booty to their European 

homelands, comprising treasures and relics. But they also imported an imaginary token of pilgrimage, 

the model of the Holy Sepulchre. Remembering the Sepulchre from Jerusalem, Latin Christians 

erected more or less faithful copies of the original site. In the German city of Görlitz, a whole 

landscape was recreated, comprising several holy places from Jerusalem. Pilgrims no longer needed 

to go on a long and dangerous journey across the Mediterranean, since they could undertake a 

spiritual pilgrimage at home. 

During the Middle Ages, the Mediterranean sea provided a link between several empires laying claim 

to universal rule. These empire included Byzantium, the caliphates of the Umayyads, Abbasids and 

Fatimids, but also the Carolingians and finally the Roman papacy. These empires competed with each 

other, using symbolic expressions to voice their imperial ideologies. In addition, Christians, Muslims 



and Jews travelled to holy sites of pilgrimage, which turned the Mediterranean into a region of 

religious imaginaries. 

 


